
 

Lume brings luxury beauty to CT's southern suburbs with
new Cavendish beauty atelier

Lume opened its second beauty atelier at Cavendish Square in Cape Town's southern suburbs. The second edition of the
beauty atelier offers an array of beauty treatments for skin and nails.

With a strong eye for fashion and design, owner Jenny Kouwenhoven has created another intimate yet high-energy
designer salon, where every aspect of the treatment zones have been carefully considered. Think of design meeting
comfort when enjoying tailor-made treatments, all whilst in a plush setting with marble finishes and shades of gold, evoke
feelings of calm indulgence.

https://www.bizcommunity.com/


The curated products on offer at Lume include: 

Biologique Recherche, an internationally highly respected advanced skincare range, with over 40 years’ experience in
developing powerful products that restore and protect the skin, astounding reputation for effectiveness. The Biologique
Recherche facial uses pure botanical, marine and biological extracts, which are combined with a special sculpting
application technique to restore a youthful glow. The body treatments are designed to both detoxify and tone the skin in the
pursuit of a perfectly smooth silhouette.

Académie Scientifique de Beauté specialises in professional skin and body treatments that are innovative and proven to
deliver visible results.
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With a passion for Africa, Terres d’Afrique is inspired by nature and delivers the full beauty benefits of the African plant
kingdom.

Biosculpture is a leading nail care solution, which is vegan, cruelty-free and contains no dehydrators, primers or bonders.
Other products available include well-known brands such as OPI.



Visit the website www.lumebeauty.com for more information.
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